Opinion Ciatti is a Florence based company providing furnishing solutions and accessories since the 50’s. We believe that design should be a fertile ground where new ideas and new shapes are born and tested. We create tables, chairs and storage objects but also lamps and home accessories: intense and expressive objects that evoke our company’s passion for bringing together quality and family tradition, for almost seventy years. We are a blend of recollections and contemporaneity, tradition and innovation, roots and vision. We look to the past to imagine our future.

Products from the collection, one-of-a-kind pieces with a strong identity, made to measure projects: we develop distinctive solutions for residential and corporate environments. We have a dream for our work: we’d like to create objects that are not only functional but also able to tell a story. Unique stories, at times parallel, sometimes divergent but always linked by a common theme. Stories conceived and experienced in Florence, for a way of living - 100% Made in Italy.
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Just before your morning coffee the eyes still
confused and from then how many more times before
leaving the house? And then, the door already open,
the keys ready in your hand. A glance in the elevator.
Even in the car when she waits at the traffic lights.
In the studio, at the office, at the
laboratory the occasions become less but before
every meeting you try to find a way. Sometimes
it’s the glass of a window or that of a door, in every
restroom, before and after. Alert at the hairdresser’s,
critical in the fitting room. Smiling on a Saturday
night. Discretely even at the table casually turning
the blade of the knife. It’s not just vanity.
Shortly before going to bed, your inner thoughts
emerge on your face.
Spiegel mit Rahmen aus handgeknittertem Aluminium.
Finituren: chrom, Gold verspiegelt.
NB: Diese handwerklich hergestellten Spiegel sind Einzelstücke.

Miroir avec cadre en aluminium froissé manuellement.
Finitions: aluminium chromé, or miroir.
Note: élaboration artisanale, chaque pièce est unique.

Mirror with frame in hand wrinkled aluminium.
Finishing: chrome, mirror gold.
Note: being hand-crafted every piece is unique.

Specchiera con cornice in alluminio stropicciato a mano.
Finitura: cromo, oro a specchio.
Nota: lavorazione artigianale, ogni pezzo è unico.
Specchio/libreria in metallo laccato bianco opaco. Specchio orientabile. Da appoggiare a pavimento o da sospendere a parete, anche orizzontale.

Finitura: bianco.

Nota: la versione appoggiata richiede fissaggio a muro.
Specchiera contenitore composta da quattro elementi in rete microforata cromata, apribili con anta a specchio, interno in acciaio inox. I due moduli più grandi sono corredati di ripiano interno in cristallo trasparente. Possibile anche la composizione di singoli elementi a schema libero. Corredata di barra per facilitare il montaggio a parete.
Specchiera sagomata con incisione frontale.
Shape-cut mirror with engraved decoration on the front.
Grand miroir biseauté avec incision frontale.
Formschöner, überdimensionaler Spiegel mit geprägtem Dekor.
Specchiera con dettaglio serigrafico rosso.  
Mirror with red off-set detail.

Miroir avec détail rouge imprimé en serigraphie.

Spiegel mit rotem Siebdruckdetail.
Specchiera composta da un pannello in mdf con 4 specchi orientabili.

Finitura: laccato bianco o nero, foglia oro o argento.

Nota: l’applicazione delle foglie è artigianale, ogni pezzo è unico con variazioni di finitura.

Mirror composed by a panel in mdf with 4 adjustable mirrors.

Finishing: lacquered white or black, gold or silver leaf.

Note: leaf finishings are hand-crafted and therefore every piece is unique and have variations in finish.